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1. INTRODUCTION 
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) play an important role in wireless communications among vehicles, which 
raises the popularity of safety and drivers assistance applications [1,2]. In order to establish a reliable vehicular 
communication environment, the guarantee of nodes credibility is required.  Security in vehicular networks is 
critical and indispensable. The figure 1 shows the secured structure of vehicular communication system. 
 

 
Figure 1. Overview of the secured structure of VANETs. 
  
Usually authentication and digital certificates act as the major tools used to validate the identification of each 
communicating entity. The entity’s certificate can be validated by checking its digital certificates. However, the 
promptness of validation would be much more important for VANETs when compared to conventional networks, 
because it is not unusual that every vehicle receives a large number of messages in a short time. 
 
   Moreover keeping connections live between different entities could be extremely hard to achieve, because of 
the high speed of moving vehicles as well as the increasing distance between these vehicles since they may move 
in different directions. Hence it is necessary to find an efficient scheme to expedite the certificate validation 
process. 
 
   In this work, a novel certificate validation scheme is proposed to adopt the concept of clustering from data 
mining technique. 
 
1.2. K-Means Clustering Based Scheme for Certificate Authentication  
 
In this work, to propose an accelerating certificate revocation status validating scheme for authentication in 
VANETs. The acceleration is caused by two aspects. 
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a. Introducing new elements in CRL and 

b. Adopting k-means clustering algorithm with enhanced centroids selection 
 

In virtue of the acceleration procedure, a successful validation could be achieved.  
 
1.3. K-MEANS CLUSTERING 
 
To ensure smooth transition of proposed centroids selection approach of k-means is unsupervised knowledge 
learning and partitioning algorithm for clustering n data points into k discrete clusters C, with the cluster Cj 
contains nj data points [11]. Each cluster has a centroid, which represents a central vector used to assign different 
entities to that specific cluster. k-means picks an initial centroid randomly and the equation 1 determine the next 
cluster centroids. 

𝐿 =    𝑥𝑖 − µ𝑗 
2

𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑘
𝑗=1   - (1) 

 
       Where: 
  xi is a vector denoting the xi th data point 

μj is the centroid of data points in Cj  
L is the distance for each data points to all centroids 

 
The k-Means clustering algorithm [11] Algorithm 1: 
 
Algorithm 1: K – Means Clustering Algorithm 
 
Require: Input the number k of cluster centroids. 
Ensure: Output k cluster  
1: Get k = number of clusters 
2: Get X = (x1, x2, . . . , x3), xi € Rd 
3: for j = 1 to k do 
4: select μ1, μ2, . . . , μk randomly 
5: end for 
6: for j = 1 to k do 
7: for i = 1 to n do 

8: determine μj = {μj|max  ||𝑘
𝑗=1  xi −μj ||

2} 

9: end for 
10: end for 
11: Assign xi to μj 
12: After all data points have been assigned, recalculate the position of the     
      centroids. 
13: Repeat step 6 to 10 until all centroids are convergent 

 
The centroids are considered as converged if their positions do not change any more after a number of iterations. 
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1.4. CENTROIDS SELECTION PROCEDURE 
 
To choose the initial centroids and the reason behind it to use two new attributes in the CRL file. The algorithm is 
tailored and optimizes its performance on the two-dimensional vector space. The improvement is based on two 
aspects. 
 
 The distance between newly discovered initial centroids and existing ones 
 The distribution density of data points in some certain zones. 

 
For the problem concerning the distance between current and previous centroids, the original k-means clustering 
algorithm selects the initial centroids randomly without considering their spread out placement. Therefore, this 
deficiency has an enormous potential to result in some centroids being too close to each other which may risk the 
clustering results. The situation is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2(a). The three initial centroids (triangles) trapped in a local small zone 
   

                                                                                                 
 
Figure 2(b). A better initial centroids selection and from that each centroid has a further distance between others. 
 
The other issue is the density (“frequency”) of data point distribution. In the vector space that contains data 
points, there are plenty of areas with varied density. Commonly, the probability that an area will contain the initial 
centroid is directly proportional to the density of that area. For instance, as illustrated in Figure 2 (a) and 2(b). 
     
2. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM 
In order to better understand the operation of the proposed algorithm, the following description is as follows: 
 
 Let X = (x1, x2, . . . xn), xi €Rd be the set of data points, k be number of clusters, and w be the group width metric.      
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S = {Si|i = 1, 2, . . ., k2} is the set of segments that have been partitioned in a two-dimensional vector space. F = {fi|i 
= 1, 2, . . . , k2} be the frequency in S,     G = {Gi|i = 1, 2, . . ., k} be the section where the initial centroids should 
generated within, μ = {μi|i = 1, 2, . . ., k} be initial centroids, and P = {pi|i = 1, 2, . . ., k} is the set of potential initial 
centroids.  
 
D = {Di|i = 1, 2, . . ., n} denotes the distance metric for each iteration, and dis(x,y) is the function that calculates the 
distance between data point x and data point y.  
 
t represents the current iteration step, d is the index number used to find the segment in the next iteration that 
requires an initial centroid to be chosen in, and f(Gi) denotes the function that computes the frequency of Gi.  
 
Finally, m(X) and m(G) are the grand mean of X and G respectively. The execution steps of the proposed algorithm 
is described as in algorithm 2. 
 
Require: Input the number k of cluster centroids 
Ensure: Output k cluster centroids locations 
1: S = Ø, F = Ø,G = Ø, μ = Ø, P = Ø,D = Ø 
2: Calculate w ← {(max(X) − min(X))/k} 
3: Divide the Vector space into k2 group with w 
4: Assign S ← segments of vector space 
5: F ← ƒ(S) 
6: Find Si = {Si ∈ S&Fi = max(F)} 
7: G1 ← Si 
8: μ1 ← m(Si) 
9: μ = μ U μ1 
10: Calculate D ← dis(μ1,m(X)) 
11: Set t = 2 
12: while t ≤ k do 
13: if ƒ(Gt−1 = 0) then 
14: Exit 
15: else 
16: Set d = 0 
17: { comment : if q = 0 } 
18: Select Sj = {Sj ∈ S&ƒ(Sj) = ƒ(Gt−1) − d} 

19: if ￢∃ Sj € S, ƒ(Sj )= ƒ(Gt−1) − d then 
20: d = d + 1 
21: Go to step 18 
22: else 
23: { comment : if q = 1 } 

24: if ￢Sj ・ (Sj ∈  S ∪  (∀  Si(Si ∈  S → Si ≠ Sj))) 
then 
25: Gt = Sj 
26: Assign μt ← m(Gt) 
27: μ = μ ∪  μt 
28: Calculate D ← dis(μt, μt−1) 
29: else 
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30: { comment : if q > 1 } 
31: ∀Sj = {Sj ∈  S&f(Sj) = f(Gt) − d} 
32: Calculate m(Sj) 
33: P = P ∪  m(Sj) 
34: Assign D ← max(dis(P, μt−1)) 
35: Select pi = {pi ∈  P&dis(pi, μt−1) = D} 
36: Set μt = pi 
37: μ = μ ∪  μt 
38: end if 
39: end if 
40: end if 
41: t = t + 1 
42: end while 
43: Exit 
 
2.1. CERTIFICATE REVOCATION LIST PARTITIONING 
 
Before vehicles and RSUs initialize a conversation with each other the four phases are needed to be performed 
during the revocation validation. 
 

a. Clustering: In this phase, vehicles and RSU pre-process the latest CRL file using the two newly added 
attributes, issued date and credibility, combined with both k-Means clustering algorithm and the 
enhanced initial centroids selection scheme to efficiently cluster the revocation certificates entries. A 
sample illustration of the clustering result is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 
Figure 3. Clustering results using all entries in a CRL, where N = 100, K = 3. 

b. Retrieving: Upon receiving a connection set up request message from other vehicles, receivers will check 
the certificates contained in that messages and extract all relevant information included in that certificate 
i.e. serial number, issue time, and credibility. 

c.  Localizing: Using the credibility and issued date, we can calculate the Euclidean Distance between the 
data point (i.e., new certificate) and all centroids to locate the closest cluster to join. 
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d. Verifying: In this phase, the new data points that join will check all neighbouring data points in the 
recently joined cluster for a match in terms of credibility and issue date. If a match is found, this means 
that its certificate has been revoked. Otherwise, this data point is not in the CRL and can therefore be 
trusted. 

3. ANALYSIS OF SECURITY 
In this work mainly focused on the attacks existing in vehicular communication systems and the major concern is 
the perpetration against messages during communications. The typical attack is illustrated in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. A typical attacks in VANETs 
A . Correctness Proof 
The correctness of the certificate revocation validation scheme is based on [12] and in this work, it is further 
improved and simplified. The symbols in table 2 depict the notations are used. 
Table 2 . Notations 

 

Symbol Notation 

Cert A,B,* Certificate issued to B by A 

CRL A,B,* CRL issued to B by A 

Ri The i-th RSU 

PKA,*, SKA,*  The Public Key and the Secret Key of entitiy 

𝜕B,* A digital Signature signed by the entity B  

Sign(SKA,M) Signature of message M by Digital Signature Algorithm 
(DSA) with secret key SKA 

Verify(PKA,M,𝜕A,M) Verifying of message M signed by signature algorithm with 
public Key PKA 

Vj The j-th vehicle 

RKA,B The returned re-signed key that issued to B by A 
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1.  Message Signature and Verification: Initially transmitting every message M, vehicle Va  signs M with the 
signature algorithm  ∂Vi,M = Sign(SKva,M) to the destination. After receiving the message, vehicle Vb verifies the 
message (M, ∂Va,M,CertCA,Va) by checking the revocation status of the certificate (CertCA,Va).  
If verify (PKVa,M, ∂Va,M) is TRUE then vehicle (Va) is ACCEPTED (i.e. CertCA,Va) is not revoked; otherwise message ‘M’ 
is rejected. 
 
   After ownership of the valid certificate is shown by the sender and the verification of the revocation status is 
finished. This message can be accepted and guaranteed by using a signature algorithm when the originality of 
message is authenticated. Hence this prevents the Sybil and vulnerable attacks. 
2. CRLs Issuing: The certificate authority (CA) issues a list to road side equipment CRLCA,RSUa. This process of CA 
issuing to vehicle Va as follows. 
 

1. A hash number H=(h(m)) is calculated by SHA-1cryptographic hash function with the key that is the 
MAC address of the receiver RSUa  network interface controller. 

2. CA is assigned a secret key (SKCA = h (m)) and generate public key PKRSUa  
3. The digital signature of ∂CA,RSUa is generated by certificate authority with Digital Signature Algorithm 

(DSA)  ∂CA,RSUa = Sign(SKCA,PKRSUa). 
4. Certificate authority successfully delivers PKCA,PKRSUa  and CRLCA,RSUa = (PKRSUa,∂CA,RSUa) to road side unit. 

The mapping among the RSUa and CRLCA, RSUa   then the certificate is verified then the certificate is 
storing by RSUa. 

5. RSUa verifiy its own CRL. CRLCA,RSUa  using verify(PKCA,PKRSUa,∂CA,RSUa). 
 
   Since digital signature algorithm applied, the road side unit’s CRLCA,RSUa are ensured to be original. The certificate 
authority associates during the issue of digital certificate, MAC address of the receiver such as RSUa or Va.  It 
restricts the any specified digital signature. This prevents masquerading from pretending to be other legitimate 
nodes since the MAC address of masqueraders from pretending to be other legitimate nodes since the MAC 
address of masqueraders cannot be identical to the RSUa or Va. 
 
3. Certificate Re-signing: Vechile Va passes by an RSUa and sends its own certificate CertCA,Va,T to RSUa  designed 
periodically by their certificates. The re-signed signature has time stamps. Only the Valid certificates can get re-
signed simply by sending a request to RSU when passing by it. If the certificate is not revoked, RSUa timestamps 
the certificate to denote it is valid, and returns it to the Va. Otherwise the RSU rejects to re-sign it. The signature of 
the validity of certificate process within a given timestamp ‘T’ as follows: 

 
1. Va sends certificate to RSUa, then RSUa generates a re-signature key corresponding to the signal 

certificate CertCA , Va , T’ *, Where T’ > T. 
2. RSUa broadcasts (M, CertCA,RSUa) remain periodically every incoming vehicle when entering the area 

covered by RSUa. 
3. When the Va receives  (CertCA, RSUa ) then it sends the request message  tstamp(CertCA,Va,T) to RSUa. 
4. When the RSUa  receives the message, if tstamp is ‘fresh’  (valid period) and CertCA,Va,T is not revoked. 

RSUa sends the re-signature key RKRSUa,Va, and tstamp CertCA,Va, T  back to Va. After the RSUa records 
current time T’, and certificate <T’,tstamp,CertCA,Va,T’> is created. 

5. The Va checks the resigning key RKRSUa,Va for the presence of the tstamp CertCA,Va,T
’ with it.  

 
A malicious vehicle may attempt to generate a certificate with invalid identity to prevent itself from being tracked 
by the certificate authority. Since the RSUa signed the message via Sign(SKVa,M), the vehicle cannot forge the 
certificate due to other vehicles SKva being confidential. 
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4. Certificate Revocation: When the vehicle Va is compromised, its certificate is added as an entry in the CRL. In 
order to perform the following steps are followed by the vehicle. 
 

1. The certificate authority sends the information of the revoked vehicle certificate CertCA,Va,T to all 
roadside  units.   

2. When received CertCA, Va,T each road side unit the RSUa adds the related information to its local CRL. 
Consequently, the revoked CertCA,Va,T would no longer able to request re-signing the certificate from 
RSU’s. All RSUa will sending back a confirmation message (M, SKRSUa, ∂CA,Va) to the certificate authority.  
The RSUa again then determine which cluster of CRL the new revoked certificate CertCA,Va,T  will add 
based on the revoked certificates credibility and issued date. 

3. After receiving the conformation from all RSUs, the certificate authority adds the information of the 
revoked certificate to CRLCA,V, this is shared to all vehicles later on. At the same time, each road side 
unit RSUa will broadcast the (M,∂RSUa,Vb) to all vehicles Vb, Vb ≠ Va that are within the covered area. 

4. When vehicle Vb  receives CertCA,Va,T it is added the revoked vehicle certificate to local current CRLCA,Vb  
and determine which clusters the new revoked certificate will be added and it’s time to update the 
next CRL. 

 
The revoked certificate privacy could be preserved. As any anonymous channel that is secure from other vehicles 
can be used to communicate private information between RSUs to the CAs, and each vehicle could have the latest 
certificate revocation update from RSUs as long as they are within the RSU coverage area. 
 
 The RSUa could distribute revoked certificate message CertCA,Va,T using moving vehicles that are ongoing within its 
covered area in an epidemic manner. At first, road side units broadcast revoked certificate message (M,CertCA,Va,T) 
and any Va receiving (M,CertCA,Va,T) is considered as infected. Afterwards, each vehicle continuously infects all 
vehicles it passes by. Using the steps mentioned above, revoked certificate message (CertCA,Va,T) distribution can be 
achieved. 
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